ABSTRACT

DESIMA RAMALIA, C44080042. Analysis of IUU (Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated) Fishing and the Efforts of Handling by Port State Measures Adoption Mechanism at Oceanic Fishing Port Nizam Zachman Jakarta. Guicancing by DARMAWAN and AKHMAD SOLIHIN.

Practice of IUU fishing is occurring in many fishing grounds around the world in vast scale. United Nations notes that there were more than a hundred countries have issues with these kinds of practices. IUU fishing damages fish habitats due to its destructive methods, disrupts sustainable fisheries management, and loss financial benefits for many developing countries (approximately 2-15 billion dollars every year). Based on UN classification in International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate IUU Fishing (2001), nations can be categorized into Flag State (issued fishing license), Coastal State (have coasts and fishing grounds) and Port State (owned ports to facilitate logistics and landings). This research focused on the role of Port State to cope with IUU Fishing in accord with FAO convention in the Port State Measures Agreement (PSM). As an FAO member, Indonesia has obligation to asses and evaluate possibility to adopt the Agreement. Therefore this research analyzed the state of readiness of Indonesia to deter, prevent and eliminate IUU Fishing thorough the implementation of Port State Measures (PSM). Fishing port Pelabuhan Perikanan Samudra (PPS) Nizam Zachman Jakarta was used as the case study. The research used descriptive analysis and employed juridis comparative method. Interview was conducted to several fishing key stakeholders selected by purposive sampling method. Result shows that Indonesia has accommodated six out of seven measure substances for Port State in accord with the Agreement. All of those measures have been implemented in the PPS Nizam Zachman with various conditions or shortages, especially in general understanding of the concept, human resources, preventable actions, tools and other supporting infrastructures. There are shortage to realize PSM in future include comprehension, resource of human, preventable action, tools, and infrastructure that be support.
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